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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
You need to parse flight information from Blue Yonder Airlines.
The content of the XML file is shown below.
Some airlines do not specify the timezone of the arrival time.
If the timezone is not specified, then it should be interpreted
per the business requirements.
You need to implement the LoadFlights() and Parse() methods of
the BlueYonderLoader class.
What should you do? (To answer, drag the appropriate code
segments to the correct location in the answer area. Each
segment may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You
may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view
content.)

Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the complete source of information for power, cooling,
and floor space requirements for IBM tape products?
A. Installation and Planning guide
B. Product announcement letters
C. IBM Storage System Interoperation Center
D. Preinstall TDA checklist
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You installed a new NetApp cluster running clustered Data
ONTAP.
There is a single Storage Virtual Machine (SVM) named esx1 on
the cluster.
A volume named esx_datastore1 is created in the SVM esx1.
The name of the root volume for the esx1 SVM is esx1_rootvol.
The default export policy was applied to the volume
esx1_rootvol.
You verified that the export policy applied to esx_datastore1
contains a single rule that allows all clients to mount the
volume as read/write using any version of NFS.
A Linux client attempts to NFS mount the volume and receives a
Permission Denied error.
In this scenario, what caused this error?
A. The volume esx_datastore1 has not been mounted into the
namespace of the esx1 SVM.
B. UNIX permissions for the volume esx1_rootvol are not set to
read/write.
C. NFS has not been configured on the SVM esx1.
D. The default export-policy does not have at least one rule to
allow all clients read-only access.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company plans to migrate a custom task tracking solution to
SharePoint Online. The solution includes customized master
pages, timer jobs, and content by query web parts.
You need to migrate the solution to SharePoint Online and
maintain long-term support for the solution.
What should you do?
A. Set all content by query web parts to use unthrottled
requests.
B. Re-write the solution as an app.

C. Replace all content by query web parts with content search
web parts.
D. Re-write the solution as a sandboxed solution.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/dev/solution-guidan
ce/sandbox-solution- transformation-guidance
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